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Summary
 The complex nature of species boundaries has been a central topic in evolutionary biology 
ever since Darwin. Despite numerous separate studies on reproductive isolation and 
hybridization, their relationship remains under-investigated. Are the strengths and 
asymmetries of reproductive barriers reflected in the extent and directionalities of 
interspecific genetic exchange?
 We combined field, experimental, and molecular data to quantify strengths and 
asymmetries of sympatric reproductive barriers and hybridization between florally 
heteromorphic primroses. We also assessed whether generalist pollinators discriminate 
between different floral cues and contribute to reproductive isolation, a long-debated topic. 
 Sympatric reproductive isolation is high but incomplete, and most phenotypic 
intermediates are genetic F1 hybrids, while backcrosses are rare, revealing low 
interspecific gene flow. Species integrity rests on multiple barriers, but ethological 
isolation is among the strongest, demonstrating that even generalist pollinators crucially 
contribute to the maintenance of species boundaries. Furthermore, reproductive barriers are 
weaker for Primula veris and short-styled plants, results corroborated by molecular data. 
Thus, in florally heteromorphic systems both species- and morph-dependent asymmetries 
affect permeability of species boundaries.
 Our study illustrates how the interactions between complex floral syndromes and 
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INTRODUCTION 
Hybridization and gene flow play pivotal roles in animal and plant evolution (Stebbins, 
1950; Levin et al., 1996; Arnold, 1997; Rieseberg & Carney, 1998; Mallet, 2005; Abbott et al., 
2013; Todesco et al., 2016; Ostevik et al., 2019). Natural hybridization occurs where divergent 
lineages meet, mate, and form at least some offspring of mixed ancestry (i.e., hybrid zones; 
Harrison, 1993). The genotypic composition of hybrid zones inferred from molecular data 
provides valuable insights into the permeability of species boundaries at recent time scales, but 
cannot identify the type and strength of reproductive barriers that currently prevent or reduce 
genetic exchange (Dobzhansky, 1940; Mayr, 1940). To understand the complex nature of species 
boundaries at fine-grained resolution it is thus necessary to integrate population genetic analyses 
with field observations and experimental quantification of reproductive barriers, a rarely 
implemented approach (Moreira-Hernández & Muchhala, 2019).
Reproductive isolation is typically divided into premating and postmating stages (Coyne & 
Orr, 2004), which may both be modulated by mating/sexual system variation of the hybridizing 
species (Pickup et al., 2019). Premating isolation consists of ecogeographic, phenological, mating 
system, and pollinator-mediated barriers, while postmating isolation consists of barriers preventing 
the formation, establishment, and reproduction of hybrids (Dobzhansky, 1940; Mayr, 1940; Grant, 
1971). In mixed populations of animal-pollinated plant species, interspecific pollen flow can be 
restricted prior to mating by differences in flowering time, plant-pollinator interactions, or both 
(reviews by Campbell & Aldridge, 2006; Baack et al., 2015). Differences in mating periods can 
form effective breeding barriers, as they limit the temporal window available for interspecific 
pollination (reviews by Baack et al., 2015; Taylor & Friesen, 2017). Yet, numerous species co-
flower, at least partially, thus having incomplete phenological barriers (Lowry et al., 2008). 
Consequently, the realized transfer of pollen within vs. between co-flowering species depends 
largely on plant-pollinator interactions.
Pollinators are attracted or repelled by multiple floral cues (Gegear & Laverty, 2005; 
Nordström et al., 2017). Interspecific differences in floral traits, including odour (Xu et al., 2011), 
reward (Schemske & Bradshaw, 1999), colour (Schemske & Bradshaw, 1999; Chittka et al., 2001; 
Bradshaw & Schemske, 2003), tube length (Anderson et al., 2016; Minnaar et al., 2019), and 
position of reproductive organs (Keller et al., 2016) can contribute to floral isolation by altering 
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Therefore, pollinator-mediated isolation has both behavioural and mechanical components 
(ethological and mechanical isolation; Grant, 1994), with the former often being more important 
than the latter, especially in insect-pollinated species lacking pollen packaging (Kay et al., 2019). 
It has been repeatedly demonstrated that pollen transfer is significantly reduced or 
prevented between species with contrasting pollinator types (Ramsey et al., 2003; Xu et al., 2011; 
Sun et al., 2015). However, most plant species adopt generalist pollinators (Waser et al., 1996) 
and the few available studies on plant-pollinator systems lacking highly specialized (i.e., 1:1) 
plant-pollinator interactions have produced mixed results (Kephart & Theiss, 2003; Natalis & 
Wesselingh, 2012; Natalis & Wesselingh, 2013; Runquist et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2015; Tong & 
Huang, 2016; Kay et al., 2019; Ma et al., 2019). Moreover, premating barriers are often leaky 
(Kay & Sargent, 2009) and may be impermanent (Rosenblum et al., 2012), hence postmating 
barriers are typically necessary to interrupt interspecific gene flow (Widmer et al., 2008). These 
barriers include negative pollen-pistil interactions (Lewis & Crowe, 1958; Swanson et al., 2004) 
and hybrid-seed inviability (Johnston et al., 1980; Lester & Kang, 1998; Hämälä et al., 2017). 
Finally, if hybrid seeds are formed and germinate, hybrid individuals may be outcompeted by 
parental individuals (Widmer et al., 2008). Since reproductive barriers can occur at multiple 
stages, new integrative studies are needed to better understand both the effects of plant-pollinator 
interactions and the effects of postmating barriers on the maintenance of species boundaries.
Reproductive barriers can act asymmetrically, depending on which species or morph 
contributes the male and female gametes to hybrid formation. While species-dependent 
asymmetries have often been described in monomorphic species (Lowry et al., 2008), morph-
dependent asymmetries remain poorly known, probably because they can only be characterized in 
hermaphroditic species with heteromorphic individuals. Therefore, the study of such systems is 
required to tease apart species-dependent vs. morph-dependent asymmetries of reproductive 
isolation.
Despite the higher frequency of hybridization in plants than animals (Mallet, 2005), the 
number of genetically analysed plant hybrid zones is limited and information on the nature and 
strength of barriers to hybridization is wanting (Abbott, 2017). Furthermore, studies that integrate 
the experimental quantification of reproductive barriers with molecular analyses of gene flow are 
rare (Sambatti et al., 2012), preventing a deeper understanding of the processes that shape species 
boundaries from current to recent time scales, respectively. Finally, the potential role of floral 
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2019), requiring in-depth analyses of hermaphroditic heteromorphic systems such as heterostylous 
primroses.
Heterostyly is a type of floral heteromorphism whereby two (distyly) or, more rarely, three 
(tristyly) genetically determined floral morphs differing in the reciprocal placement of 
reproductive organs (i.e., reciprocal herkogamy; Ganders, 1979) occur in the same population. The 
two floral morphs of distylous species are referred to as long- and short-styled, hereafter L- and S-
morph, respectively (Figs 1, S1), also known as pins and thrums (Darwin, 1877). The spatial 
matching of reciprocal reproductive organs favours inter- over intra-morph pollen transfer (i.e., 
disassortative pollination; Fig. S1a), while a sporophytic incompatibility system reduces self- and 
intra-morph fertilization, thus promoting outcrossing (Wedderburn & Richards, 1990; Barrett, 
2002). Heterostyly has been described in 119 genera across 28 angiosperm families (Lloyd & 
Webb, 1992; Barrett, 2002; Naiki, 2012; Barrett, 2019).
Ever since Darwin’s seminal studies (Darwin, 1862; 1863; 1868; 1877), heterostyly has 
been most intensively investigated in Primula L. (primroses) sensu Mast et al. (Mast et al., 2001; 
2004; Mast & Conti, 2006; De Vos et al., 2014), containing approximately 556 species, of which 
more than 82% are distylous. The heterostyly supergene of primroses has been recently 
characterized both functionally and molecularly as a hemizygous region present in S-morphs, but 
absent from L-morphs (Nowak et al., 2015; Huu et al., 2016; Li et al., 2016; Burrows & 
McCubbin, 2017). Botanists and horticulturists alike have long known that hybridization 
frequently occurs between primrose species both in nature and under cultivation (Richards, 2003), 
and phylogenetic studies show that hybridization plays a pivotal role in the evolutionary history of 
Primula (Guggisberg et al., 2008; 2009; Casazza et al., 2012; Schmidt-Lebuhn et al., 2012; 
Casazza et al., 2013; Cianchi et al., 2015; Boucher et al., 2016). Reports of natural hybridization 
in Primula are usually based on morphological identification of hybrids (Kerner, 1875; Lotsy, 
1925; Woodell, 1965; Kálmán et al., 2004), but detailed population genetic analyses are scarce 
(but see Ma et al., 2014; Xie et al., 2017; Tendal et al., 2018; Ma et al., 2019).
Barriers to hybridization between Primula species have been studied for more than a 
century, but rarely in conjunction with molecular analyses of hybridization. Older studies, relying 
on manual pollination experiments, focused on postmating barriers, especially hybrid seed 
inviability (Darwin, 1877; Valentine, 1947; 1955). More recent studies investigated also premating 
isolation, including ethological (Wu & Zhang, 2010; Ma et al., 2014; Xie et al., 2017) and 
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between species, morphs, or both (Keller et al., 2016). Hence, in distylous primroses, species- and 
morph-dependent asymmetries may affect the permeability of species boundaries in complex, but 
poorly understood ways.
The hybridizing, heterostylous Primula veris L. and P. vulgaris Huds., two widespread 
species of Primula sect. Primula (Figs 1a, S1, S2), represent an ideal system to gain an integrative 
understanding of hybridization and reproductive barriers because previous studies enable the 
framing of well-defined expectations to be tested with rigorous field, experimental, and molecular 
analyses. The two species do not form reciprocally monophyletic groups in molecular phylogenies 
of Primula sect. Primula, suggesting that introgression and/or incomplete lineage sorting played a 
role in their evolutionary history (Schmidt-Lebuhn et al., 2012). Furthermore, previous hand-
pollination experiments with British and Swedish accessions documented germination of hybrid 
seeds only in crosses with P. veris as mother, hence both post-mating barriers and hybridization 
are expected to be strongly asymmetric between species (Valentine, 1955). Additionally, patterns 
of floral variation in British and Hungarian contact sites prompted researchers to suggest that most 
phenotypically intermediate plants are F1 hybrids, while backcrosses are rare (Clifford, 1958; 
Mowat, 1961; Woodell, 1965; Kálmán et al., 2004). However, the only available genetic study, 
using one nuclear (ITS), one plastid (trnL) and 10 microsatellite markers, supported introgression 
in Danish contact sites (Tendal et al., 2018). Lastly, no genetic studies have examined whether 
floral morphs impose directionalities on hybridization, although morph-dependent asymmetries of 
reproductive barriers were shown in a different primrose species-pair (Keller et al., 2016). 
Here, we combined field, experimental and molecular data to investigate whether the 
strengths and asymmetries of reproductive isolation are reflected in the directionalities of 
hybridization. Specifically, we tested the following hypotheses: (i) ethological isolation is the 
strongest barrier between P. veris and P. vulgaris; (ii) reproductive isolation is weaker for P. veris 
than P. vulgaris (asymmetric between species), hence P. veris is the more frequent maternal parent 
of F1 hybrids; (iii) distyly imposes morph-dependent asymmetries on both reproductive isolation 
and hybridization; and (iv) most phenotypically intermediate individuals are F1 hybrids, while 
backcrosses are rare, thus interspecific gene flow is scarce. By integrating our findings from 
different lines of evidence with previous results on the P. veris-P. vulgaris model system, the 
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MATERIAL AND METHODS
We performed field, experimental, and molecular analyses to assess the porosity of species 
boundaries in a natural contact site by quantifying the contribution of phenological, pollinator, and 
postmating barriers to sympatric isolation, estimating species- and morph-dependent asymmetries 
in reproductive barriers, characterizing floral cues that may be used by pollinators to discriminate 
among P. veris, P. vulgaris, and hybrids, and estimating gene flow and directionality of natural 
hybridization.
Study species
The early spring blooming P. veris and P. vulgaris are perennial, rosette-forming diploids 
(2n = 22) bearing distylous flowers on umbellate and rudimentary scapes, respectively (Richards, 
2003). The generally similar flowers share yellow corollas with broad, v-notched lobes, but differ 
in other floral traits including shape, scent, and colour shade (Richards, 2003; Keller et al., 2012), 
thus allowing for visual assignment of flowering individuals to P. veris, P. vulgaris, and 
phenotypic intermediates (i.e., presumed hybrids) in the field (Figs 1a, S1b). Both primulas are 
visited by at least 50 different insect species that have been divided into three distinct classes: 
large insects with long proboscises, small pollen-gathering bees, and very small insects that live 
inside the flower; the last category of insects is not considered as functional pollinators (Brys & 
Jacquemyn, 2009; Jacquemyn et al., 2009). The main pollinators are bees, bumble bees, and bee 
flies (Brys & Jacquemyn, 2009; Jacquemyn et al., 2009). The two species hybridize when they 
occur in close spatial proximity. The well documented local contact site of this study in the 
mountainous area above Montreux (VD, Switzerland; E 6°55’08; N 46°26’32’’) persisted for at 
least 162 years (Kerner, 1875; Lotsy, 1925), and is situated well within the large mosaic-like 
hybrid zone of the two species (Fig. S2a). For further information see Methods S1 [Supporting 
Information].
Reproductive isolation
To estimate the strength of sympatric isolation, we performed quantitative field surveys in 
the natural contact site and set up an experiment at the Botanical Garden of the University of 
Zürich, which is situated within a distance of ~2 km from natural populations of the two species 
and ~160 km from the studied contact site (Fig. S2b). Strengths of all reproductive isolation (RI) 
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estimated following the method by Lowry et al. (2008) and their statistical significance tested 
using generalized linear mixed-effects model (GLMM) with contrasts, if applicable.
Field surveys were performed in six mixed patches of the natural contact site (Table S1a). 
On April 4th 2016, we exhaustively assigned anthetic (i.e., with open flowers) long-styled (L-) and 
short-styled (S-) plants to either parental species or phenotypic hybrids; in 2018 we walked semi-
permanent transects and weekly counted the number of flowers of anthetic L- and S-plants of 
phenotypic P. veris, P. vulgaris, and hybrids during the entire blooming periods of both species 
(Table S1b-d). Subsequently, we corrected the number of phenotypic hybrids in the contact site 
using the genetic analyses described below, demonstrating that 36 out of 46 phenotypic 
intermediates were genetic F1 hybrids, of which 35 had a P. veris mother and one a P. vulgaris 
mother. The corrected frequencies of F1 hybrids at the contact site (F1cor) were then applied in the 
following estimates of reproductive barriers: (i) phenological barriers between parents (RIphenoP) 
and between F1cor and either parent (RIphenoH), estimated from 2018 field-survey data comprising a 
total of 5193 visually identified plants (P. veris: 2727; P. vulgaris: 2129; hybrids: 337) and 25531 
flowers (P. veris: 12747; P. vulgaris: 10088; hybrids: 2696); (ii) total sympatric isolation 
(RIsympField), estimated from field data of both years.
For the experiment we used a design that closely resembled natural arrangements of plants 
in mixed patches of natural contact sites, where P. veris and P. vulgaris occur in areas containing 
individuals of either species, and areas that are intermixed (B. Keller, pers. obs.). Plants were 
randomly assigned to two treatments (Fig. 1b): (i) intraspecific treatment, i.e. monospecific plots 
with either P. veris or P. vulgaris plants, with L- and S-morphs in alternating order and (ii) 
interspecific treatment, i.e., heterospecific plots where both species were planted together in 
alternating order, with one plot consisting of short-styled P. veris and long-styled P. vulgaris and 
the other of long-styled P. veris and short-styled P. vulgaris. The two monospecific and the two 
heterospecific plots were arranged in a block that was replicated four times. The four blocks were 
at least 20 m apart, the four plots in a block 4 m apart, and individual plants within a plot 15 cm 
apart. To minimize pollen import from non-experimental plants, we removed all Primula plants 
within 20 meters of each block. Seeds produced in mono- and heterospecific plots should mainly 
result from intra- and interspecific cross pollinations, respectively, because (i) self- and intra-
morph incompatibility is high (Wedderburn & Richards, 1990; Keller et al., 2012); (ii) pollen 
carryover is strongly leptokurtic, with most of the pollen grains of P. veris transported within the 
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insects fly only short-distances between successive flower visits (Kevan & Baker, 1983), with 
more than 90% of all individuals of Bombus sp. flying less than 4 m between successive visits of 
P. veris flowers (Richards, 1997).
In experimental arrays, we observed pollinators’ behaviour, recorded the number of openly 
pollinated flowers developing into a fruit (fruits), and counted, per fruit, the number of: (i) ovules 
developing into a seed (total seeds), (ii) full-sized dark brown seeds that most likely contained an 
embryo and/or a well-developed endosperm (filled seeds; see Valentine, 1955), and (iii) 
germinated seeds (i.e., seedlings; Fig. S1c). We quantified ethological barriers between parental 
species from 36 hours and 40 minutes of pollinator observations. Such ethological barriers were 
subdivided into: (i) preference [i.e., overexploitation of flowers of one species in the presence of 
the other species (Cock, 1978)], quantified by comparing the number of P. veris and P. vulgaris 
plants visited by a pollinator in a block (RIethoP); and (ii) constancy [i.e., tendency of pollinators to 
move between flowers of one species by skipping flowers of the other species (Waser, 1986)], 
quantified by comparing the number of intra- vs. interspecific transitions in heterospecific plots 
(RIethoC). We calculated seed developmental (RIseed dev) and germination barriers (RIgerm) from filled 
and germinated seeds, respectively. We estimated total premating isolation (RIpre), total 
postmating isolation (RIpost), and total sympatric isolation (RIsympExp) from individual barriers (i.e., 
RIphenoP, RIetho, RIseed dev, RIgerm, and RIphenoH). For further details see Methods S2 [Supporting 
Information].
Differences of floral cues between P. veris and P. vulgaris and between hybrids and either 
parent 
A crucial prerequisite for ethological isolation is that pollinators must be able to 
discriminate between species, which is only possible when their flowers differ in at least one, but 
usually multiple floral cues (Gegear & Laverty, 2005; Nordström et al., 2017). Therefore, we 
quantified interspecific differences in floral colour and fragrance between P. veris and P. vulgaris, 
complementing previous knowledge on nectar-composition and floral morphological differences 
between the two species (Gardener & Gillman, 2001; Keller et al., 2012; Abrahamczyk et al., 
2017). Floral scent and colour were measured on a total of 54 plants visually assigned to P. veris 
(20 plants), P. vulgaris (20 plants), and hybrids (14 plants) collected in five mixed patches at the 
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petals and chemical composition of floral bouquets were collected under standardized conditions 
in a greenhouse at the University of Zurich the day after plants were harvested. Display sizes 
(number of flowers per plant) were estimated from data collected in the 2018 field survey (see 
above; Table S1b). For further details see Methods S3 [Supporting Information].
Hybridization
To assess whether the strengths and directionalities of gene flow reflect those inferred from 
field and experimental quantification of reproductive isolation, we used recently published 
microsatellite loci (Triest et al., 2015) and additionally developed nuclear PCR-based markers 
from previously generated RAD-Seq contigs of P. veris (Nowak et al., 2015). The total number of 
nuclear markers used to genotype the contact site was 20: seven microsatellite and 13 RAD-based 
markers (Table S2). Additionally, we used the maternally inherited plastid trnL (Tendal et al., 
2018) to identify the maternal species of the hybrids and exon 3 of CYPT to identify the maternal 
morph of the hybrids; CYPT controls style length and is located in the hemizygous heterostyly 
supergene present only in S-morphs (Huu et al., 2016; Li et al., 2016). We also checked whether 
some of the generated trnL and CYPT sequences could be assigned to P. elatior (whose sequences 
are available from GenBank and Huu et al. 2016, respectively), because this species is known to 
hybridize readily with P. vulgaris but rarely with P. veris (Jacquemyn et al., 2009), and it is not 




Flowering periods of parents largely overlapped, hence RIphenoP was modest in strength and 
symmetric between both species and morphs (Fig. 2a, Table 1). Blooming periods of hybrids 
overlapped extensively with the ones of both parents, thus RIphenoH was weak and symmetric 
between both species and morphs.
We never witnessed a pollinator moving between plots during 36 hours and 40 minutes of 
pollinator observations on experimental arrays. Arrays were visited by 63 pollinators: 23 large 
bees (Anthophora plumipes Pallas, Bombus humilis Illiger, B. hortorum L., B. terrestris L. and B. 
lucorum L.), 32 bee flies (Bombylius major Latreille), and 8 small pollen-collecting bees that 
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heterospecific plots and monospecific plots of both species, while small bees visited only 
monospecific plots of P. vulgaris (Table 2a). Large bees visited flowers of the two species 
randomly, while bee flies and small bees strongly favoured P. vulgaris over P. veris. Small bees 
cannot reach the sunken stigmas of S-morphs with their short proboscises, hence they can impose 
preference barriers (RIethoP) only on L-morphs (Table 3a). Ethological isolation for preference 
across all pollinators (RIethoP) was thus stronger for exposed than sunken organs. For P. veris, large 
bees and bee flies performed fewer con- than heterospecific transitions. For P. vulgaris, large bees 
performed the same number of con- and heterospecific transitions and bee flies more con- than 
heterospecific transitions. Thus, RIethoC-values were negative for both pollinators in P. veris, while 
they were zero for large bees, but positive for bee flies in P. vulgaris (Tables 2b, 3b). Hence, 
RIethoC was asymmetric between species for large bees, bee flies, and across all pollinators. Finally, 
total ethological isolation (RIetho) was both stronger for P. vulgaris than P. veris and for L- than S-
morphs (Table 1a). Summarizing, RIetho was highly asymmetric between species and moderately 
asymmetric between morphs of P. veris (Table 1b).
Reproductive output was significantly lower in inter- than intraspecific treatments for both 
total and filled seeds, but not for fruits (Tables 4a-c, S3a-c). The development of hybrid seeds was 
significantly lower for (i) P. vulgaris than P. veris at the stage filled seeds and (ii) L- than S-
morphs at the stages total seeds and filled seeds (Table 4b,c). Consequently, RIseed dev, estimated 
from filled seeds, was stronger for P. vulgaris than P. veris and for L- than S-morphs (Table 1). 
Finally, germination was significantly lower for hybrid than parental seeds and symmetric 
between both species and morphs (Tables 1, 4d, S3d).
Total sympatric isolation estimated from individual barriers (RIsympExp) was strong but 
incomplete (Table 1). Phenological, hybrid seed development and/or germination were important 
barriers for both species, but ethological isolation was the strongest for P. vulgaris. Individual 
barriers were weaker for P. veris than P. vulgaris and for S- than L-morphs of P. veris, thus 
RIsympExp was weaker for P. veris and for S-plants of P. veris. In the natural contact site, 
frequencies of phenotypic P. veris and P. vulgaris ranged from 30.3% to 60.4% and from 33.6% 
to 61%, respectively, while frequencies of phenotypic hybrids ranged from 1.7% to 12.2% (Fig. 
3). Consequently, total sympatric isolation estimated from F1cor hybrid frequencies in each of the 
six mixed patches (RIsympField) ranged from 0.47 to 0.945 for P. veris and from 0.985 to 0.998 for 
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hence asymmetric between species (Table 1). Summarizing, strengths and asymmetries of RIsympExp 
and RIsympField were congruent (Table 1).
Differences of floral cues between P. veris and P. vulgaris and between hybrids and either 
parent
The quantifications of floral cues from the phenotypic assignment of plants to either pure 
or intermixed individuals were reliable because phenotypic and genetic assignments of plants to 
parental species coincided (Fig. 4a,c): of the phenotypically intermediate plants, ~78% were F1 
hybrids and ~20% were further genetically intermixed, while only one was genetically assigned to 
P. vulgaris (see below). Floral display sizes were similar in both parental species (contrast: P = 
0.512), but significantly larger in phenotypic hybrids than in either parent (both contrasts: P ≤ 
0.001; GLMM: F2,8207 = 96.031; P ≤ 0.001; Fig. 2b). Petal colours differed significantly between 
P. veris and P. vulgaris, and were intermediate to both parents in hybrids (left panel in Fig. 2c). 
Colour distances between parents (0.36 colour-hexagon units) and between phenotypic hybrids 
and either parent (hybrid vs. P. veris = 0.28; hybrid vs. P. vulgaris = 0.21) were all significantly 
larger than the threshold value of 0.1 colour-hexagon units for bees to show behavioural evidence 
for colour discrimination (right panel in Fig. 2c; Chittka et al., 2001).
We recorded a total of 42 scent compounds of floral (plant) origin (≤ 20 min retention 
time), of which 24 were reliably detected (Table S4). The total emitted scent was highest in P. 
vulgaris (262.730 ± 22.280 ng flower-1 hr-1; mean ± standard error), lowest in P. veris (86.589 ± 
10.509), and intermediate in phenotypic hybrids (113.604 ± 19.281); the difference was significant 
between P. vulgaris and each of the other two taxa (right panel Fig. 2d). The floral bouquets were 
mainly composed of linalool (40%) for P. veris, nonanal (20%), benzaldehyde (20%) and β-pinene 
(19%) for P. vulgaris, and limonene (20%), β-pinene (20%), nonanal (17%), and benzaldehyde 
(16%) for the hybrids. For differences in the relative amounts of all compounds in the three taxa, 
see Fig. S3 and Table S4. Floral scent profiles were significantly different among P. veris, P. 
vulgaris, and hybrids (ANOSIM: R = 0.7089; P < 0.001), highly distinct between parental species 
(R = 0.9728; P < 0.001), and more variable in phenotypic hybrids, but mostly intermediate 
between those of the two parents (Ve vs. Fx: R = 0.4688; P < 0.001; Vu vs. Fx: R = 0.5145; P < 
0.001; left panel Fig. 2d). Consequently, average scent dissimilarity was high between parents 
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Hybridization
i) Individual assignment to genotypic classes using nuclear markers 
Assignments by STRUCTURE (threshold Tq = 0.9) and NewHybrids (q > 0.9) to parental 
species coincided with phenotypic assignments of individuals to P. veris and P. vulgaris with three 
exceptions: two of the 34 phenotypic P. vulgaris and one of the 32 phenotypic P. veris plants were 
in fact genetic backcrosses (Fig. 4a-c). Thirty-six of the 46 phenotypic hybrids were genetic F1 
hybrids, one a genetic P. vulgaris, two genetic backcrosses to P. vulgaris, one a genetic backcross 
to P. veris, while six plants could not be assigned with q > 0.9 to any of the six genotype classes. 
Several lines of evidence supported the predominance of F1 hybrids among genetically admixed 
individuals: (i) genetic differentiation indexes between hybrids and either parent were similarly 
low (pairwise FST: 0.303 vs. 0.251; pairwise G’’ST: 0.563 vs. 0.475), while parents were 
genetically highly differentiated from each other (pairwise FST: 0.738; pairwise G’’ST: 0.993; see 
Table S5 for results of per locus values and Table S6 for genetic diversity estimates); (ii) PCoA 
showed three distinct genetic clusters for P. veris, P. vulgaris, and F1 hybrids (Fig. S5); (iii) the 
discriminatory power of molecular markers was high for parents and simulated hybrids (Table S7).
ii) Identification of maternal species and morph using cpDNA and heterostyly supergene 
markers
Species of Primula section Primula differed at five and two polymorphic sites in trnL and 
exon 3 of CYPT, respectively (Fig. S6). Polymorphisms in trnL suggested that all 31 plants 
genetically assigned to P. veris using the nuclear markers above (q > 0.9 in Fig. 4c) had cpDNA 
from P. veris (Fig. 4d), while 21 and 12 of the 33 plants genetically assigned to P. vulgaris had 
chloroplasts from P. vulgaris and P. elatior, respectively. Thirty-five of the plants genetically 
assigned to F1 hybrids using the nuclear markers above had cpDNA from P. veris, while one had 
cpDNA from P. vulgaris, mirroring RI species asymmetry in sympatry, weaker in P. veris than P. 
vulgaris (Table 1). Polymorphisms at exon 3 of CYPT suggested that all short-styled plants 
genetically assigned to P. veris and P. vulgaris using the nuclear markers above had CYPT of their 
respective species (Fig. 4d), while 11 and eight short-styled F1 hybrids had CYPT from P. veris 
and P. vulgaris, respectively. Taken together, and assuming that self- and intra-morph 
incompatibility mechanisms are maintained across species boundaries (De Nettancourt, 2001; 
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morph×VU♂L-morph crosses and eight from VE♀L-morph×VU♂S-morph crosses. These genetic results 
mirrored RI morph asymmetry in sympatry, weaker in S- than L-morphs of P. veris (Table 1). 
DISCUSSION
The nature of species boundaries has long been a fundamental topic in evolutionary 
biology, yet whether the strengths and asymmetries of reproductive isolation are reflected in the 
extent and directionalities of hybridization remains largely unknown (Abbott, 2017). Here, we 
integrate results from field and experimental estimates of reproductive isolation with molecular 
analyses of genetic admixture to explain how species integrity is maintained from current to recent 
time scales, respectively.
Our field and experimental results corroborate key findings of previous studies, supporting 
the reliability of reproductive barrier estimates presented here. For example, observed pollinators 
and visitation frequencies were similar in experimental arrays (Table 2a) and natural populations 
(Brys & Jacquemyn, 2009; Jacquemyn et al., 2009; Deschepper et al., 2018). Moreover, despite 
differences in numbers of pollinator visits to mono- and/or heterospecific plots (Table 2a), 
numbers of total seeds per fruit from experimental arrays (Table 4b) validated those from 
controlled crosses (Ernst, 1925; Valentine, 1955), indicating that observed variation in pollinator-
visitation frequencies did not appreciably affect seed set. Furthermore, the stronger seed 
developmental barrier in P. vulgaris than P. veris inferred from experimental arrays (Table 4b) 
corroborated both genetic data from the natural contact site (Fig. 4) and prior results from manual 
crosses (Ernst, 1925; Valentine, 1955). Altogether, the internal consistency among our field, 
experimental and genetic results and external consistency with crucial elements of previous studies 
support the conclusion that our estimates of reproductive barriers are reliable. 
High, but incomplete reproductive isolation between heterostylous primroses (Table 1) 
matched the rarity of phenotypic intermediates in the natural contact site (Fig. 3). Additionally, the 
fact that most phenotypic intermediates were genetic F1 hybrids, while backcrosses were rare (Fig. 
4), corroborates previous morphological surveys of contact sites in different localities (Clifford, 
1958; Mowat, 1961; Woodell, 1965; Kálmán et al., 2004), confirming low interspecific gene flow. 
Although species integrity rested on multiple barriers, the strongest one was ethological isolation 
(Table 1), demonstrating that plant-pollinator interactions are important in maintaining species 
boundaries also in pollination systems lacking high levels of specialization, a long-debated topic 
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Finally, reproductive barriers were weaker for P. veris than P. vulgaris and for S- than L-
plants (Tables 1, 3), implying that natural hybridization should be similarly asymmetric. Indeed, 
molecular analyses showed that most natural F1 hybrids had short-styled P. veris mothers (Fig. 
4d). In addition to widely reported species-dependent asymmetries of reproductive barriers in both 
monomorphic (Tiffin et al., 2001; Lowry et al., 2008) and heteromorphic systems (Valentine, 
1955; Ma et al., 2014; Keller et al., 2016), morph-dependent asymmetries also affected sympatric 
isolation, corroborating previous findings in a different heterostylous species pair (Keller et al., 
2016). Our study is the first to demonstrate that the strengths and asymmetries of reproductive 
isolation between heterostylous species are reflected in the extent and directionalities of 
hybridization inferred from genetic data. 
What restricts genetic exchange in hybrid zones?
Hybrid zones are ‘natural laboratories’ to test porosity of species boundaries (Hewitt, 
1988). Prevalence of F1 hybrids and rarity of backcrosses among phenotypic intermediates in 
hybrid zones can be explained by strong parental isolation, selection against hybrids, infertility of 
F1 hybrids, and/or young age of contact sites (Milne et al., 2003; Hersch-Green et al., 2014). The 
studied contact site between P. veris and P. vulgaris has persisted for at least 162 years (Kerner, 
1875; Lotsy, 1925) or approximately 81 generations, assuming a generation time of two years 
(Engler et al., 2009), offering ample opportunities for hybridization and backcrossing. Hence, 
strong barriers to hybridization (Table 1) and reduced fertility of F1 hybrids (Valentine, 1955; 
Kálmán et al., 2003) best explain the observed lack of introgression (Fig. 4), rather than age of 
contact site. Thus, results from both present and previous studies support the conclusion that 
strong isolating mechanisms maintain species integrity between geographically overlapping P. 
veris and P. vulgaris.
Multiple reproductive barriers are known to maintain species integrity in sympatry (Coyne 
& Orr, 2004; Lowry et al., 2008; Baack et al., 2015), but the role of ethological isolation in 
generalist-pollinated plants remains controversial (e.g., Moreira-Hernández & Muchhala, 2019). 
Ethological isolation represented a major barrier between P. veris and P. vulgaris, indeed the 
strongest in the latter (Table 1), although considerable barriers also occurred during flowering, 
seed development, and hybrid germination (Tables 1, 4), corroborating previous studies (Melo et 
al., 2014; Keller et al., 2016; Peters & Weis, 2019). Thus, we demonstrate that pollinator-
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Plant-pollinator interactions shape ethological isolation in complex ways (e.g., Borghi et 
al., 2017). Pollinators’ behavioural responses depend mainly on strength and divergence of floral 
signals (Chittka & Raine, 2006; Borghi et al., 2017). Flowers of P. veris and P. vulgaris, while 
superficially similar (Fig. 1a), differ significantly in floral morphology (Keller et al., 2012), 
reward (Abrahamczyk et al., 2017), and colour and scent, here quantified for the first time (Fig. 
2c,d). Interspecific floral differences were sufficiently large to alter pollinators’ visitation patterns 
in absence (Table 2) and presence of phenotypic intermediates (B. Keller, pers. obs.), imposing 
ethological isolation between the two parental species (Tables 1, 3). Furthermore, pollinators use 
various (sub)sets of floral cues for long- vs. short-distance flower localization (Dötterl & 
Vereecken, 2010), adjusting foraging behaviour to frequency and spatial arrangement of co-
flowering species (Natalis & Wesselingh, 2013). The two latter factors can differentially affect 
preference and constancy components of ethological isolation (Runquist et al., 2014; Wang et al., 
2015): in primroses, preference was stronger than constancy (Table 3). Moreover, contrasting 
pollinator types can contribute differently to ethological isolation due to distinct energy demands 
and preferences for floral cues (Waser & Ollerton, 2006; Natalis & Wesselingh, 2013). Small bees 
and bee flies favoured P. vulgaris, while large bees flew randomly between species, thus the 
former group contributed considerably more to reproductive isolation (Table 3). Our results thus 
document the complex ways in which generalist pollinators shape reproductive barriers, providing 
novel evidence on a long-debated issue.
The long-held notion that postmating barriers do not vary significantly across geographic 
ranges (Coyne & Orr, 2004) has been recently challenged (Cutter, 2012; Corbett-Detig et al., 
2013). Results from the present and previous studies on different postmating barriers between P. 
veris and P. vulgaris clarify this debate. For example, seed development and germination barriers 
were considerably stronger in British/Swedish (Valentine, 1955) than Swiss contact sites (Table 
1). Phenotypic intermediates were more floriferous than either parent in the Swiss (Fig. 2b) than in 
a Hungarian contact site (Kálmán et al., 2003), implying stronger isolation in the latter at this 
postmating stage. Finally, a molecular analysis of a Danish contact site detected more 
introgression (Tendal et al., 2018) than in the Swiss site (Fig. 4), implying weaker postmating 
isolation in the former. By integrating evidence from the present study in Switzerland with 
previous studies in different geographic settings, it can be concluded that postmating isolation 
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Species- and morph-dependent asymmetries shape hybrid formation
The strength of sympatric isolation may be influenced by which species and morph serve 
as male or female parent in hybrid and backcross formation. While species-dependent 
asymmetries are known from both animals and plants (Tiffin et al., 2001; Lowry et al., 2008; 
Pickup et al., 2019), morph-dependent asymmetries were recently discovered (Keller et al., 2016), 
likely because they can only occur in hermaphroditic species with stable heteromorphisms, such as 
distylous primroses. Whether and how both types of asymmetries affect the direction of genetic 
exchange remains unknown. 
Species-dependent asymmetries of pre-zygotic barriers differed from directionalities of 
gene flow in six of 10 species pairs (Moreira-Hernández & Muchhala, 2019), underscoring that 
total reproductive isolation, rather than pre- or post-zygotic barriers, should be estimated to predict 
directionality of introgression. In our study, species-dependent asymmetries of total reproductive 
isolation estimated from individual barriers and from genetically corrected field data were 
congruent (Table 1). The most asymmetric barriers occurred during pollination and seed 
formation, with the former stronger than the latter. Specifically, pollinators were more faithful to 
P. vulgaris than P. veris, imposing a stronger barrier on the former, thus confirming that pollinator 
behaviour generates the most asymmetric premating barrier (Moreira-Hernández & Muchhala, 
2019). Furthermore, reproductive isolation was equally asymmetric before and after mating 
between P. veris and P. vulgaris (Table 1), contrary to previous findings that post-zygotic barriers 
were more asymmetric than pre-zygotic ones in a review of 19 species pairs (Lowry et al., 2008). 
The fact that both premating and postmating barriers were stronger for P. vulgaris than P. veris 
predicts that most natural F1 hybrids should have P. veris mothers, as corroborated by genetic data 
(Fig. 4d). By integrating experimental quantification of reproductive barriers, field surveys, and 
genetic analyses, our study for the first time shows that species-dependent asymmetries of 
reproductive isolation correctly predict the direction of natural hybridization.
The occurrence of different morphs in hermaphroditic species could affect reproductive 
barriers and natural hybridization in a morph-dependent manner. Between heterostylous species, 
reciprocity between high and low sexual organs can mechanically restrict pollen transfer between 
morphs in different ways. For example, interspecific pollen transfer operated by the long-tongued 
Anthophora plumipes is less efficient from high anthers of S-morph to high stigma of L-morph 
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(Keller et al., 2016). Between P. vulgaris and P. veris, small bees with short tongues and bee flies 
with long tongues strongly preferred the former, whereas long-tongued large bees flew randomly 
between species (Table 2). Additionally, small bees can only transfer pollen between high organs, 
whereas such long-tongued pollinators as large bees and bee flies can transfer pollen between both 
high and low organs (Deschepper et al., 2018). The combined effects of species preference and 
mechanical constraints promoted intra- over interspecific pollen transfer, especially at high organ 
level, causing stronger reproductive isolation of L-morphs in both species (Table 3). After mating, 
morph-dependent asymmetries occurred during hybrid seed development and germination, 
imposing especially strong isolation on P. veris L-morph (Tables 1, 4) and confirming previous 
morph-asymmetry results between P. vulgaris and P. elatior (Keller et al. 2016). The congruent 
asymmetry of pre- and postmating isolation caused weaker total isolation for S- than L-plants of P. 
veris, implying that most F1 hybrids should be the product of compatible pollen transfer from P. 
vulgaris L-fathers to P. veris S-mothers. Our genetic results confirmed this prediction, for more F1 
hybrids had both CYPT and cpDNA from P. veris (Fig. 4d). Our integrative analyses thus 
demonstrate for the first time that morph-dependent asymmetries of reproductive isolation predict 
the direction of hybridization in heteromorphic, hermaphroditic species.
Conclusions
By combining field, experimental, and genetic evidence we demonstrate that gene flow 
between P. veris and P. vulgaris is scarce and mainly restricted by barriers limiting pollen transfer 
and the formation of hybrid seedlings in both species, but less so for P. veris S-plants, which 
represented the main venue of hybridization (Table 1; Fig. 4). The same morph asymmetry of total 
sympatric reproductive isolation is now described in two hybridizing pairs of primroses (Table 1; 
Fig. 4; Keller et al., 2016). Since floral morphs are genetically determined by the presence of the 
heterostyly supergene in S-morph and its absence from L-morphs (e.g., Huu et al., 2016), morph-
specific effects directly or indirectly linked to the heterostyly supergene might contribute to 
modulating interspecific gene flow. Finally, recent simulation (Dagilis et al., 2019) and empirical 
studies in other systems (Jordan et al., 2018) suggested that even scarce gene flow might enable 
introgression of relatively small genomic regions that are advantageous for the recipient species 
(i.e., adaptive introgression; Suarez-Gonzalez et al., 2018). However, small portions of 
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Pemberton, 2019), thus full genomic comparisons are underway to obtain fine-scale resolution of 
genetic exchange between heterostylous primroses.
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Table 1: Mean strengths of sympatric reproductive barriers (RI) with standard errors (a) and asymmetries (AS) between morphs and species (b) for 
long-styled (L-) and short-styled (S-) morphs of Primula veris (VE) and P. vulgaris (VU)
Premating barriers Postmating barriers Total sympatric isolation














(a) Barrier strength VE L 0.230±0.097 0.374 — 0.628 — 0.159±0.058 0.344±0.037 0.123±0.021 0.567 — 0.881 — 0.863±0.073 0.753±0.168
(mean ± standard error) S 0.258±0.087 0.180 — 0.535 — 0.049±0.089 0.245±0.408 0.098±0.052 0.378— 0.759 — 0.863±0.073 0.753±0.168
VU L 0.266±0.100 0.782 — 0.863 — 0.376±0.173 0.399±0.310 0.197±0.049 0.769 — 0.981 — 0.996±0.002 0.993±0.005
S 0.314±0.094 0.686 — 0.825 — 0.257±0.211 0.340±0.430 0.170±0.030 0.658 — 0.961 — 0.996±0.002 0.993±0.005
(b) AS between morphs VE — 0.028 0.193 0.093 0.110 0.100 0.025 0.189 0.122 — —
VU — 0.047 0.096 0.038 0.119 0.059 0.028 0.111 0.020 — —
AS between species — L 0.037 0.409 0.235 0.216 0.054 0.075 0.202 0.100 0.133 0.240
— S 0.056 0.506 0.290 0.208 0.095 0.072 0.280 0.202 0.133 0.240
Phenological reproductive isolation (RI) of parents (RIphenoP), total ethological isolation across all pollinators (RIetho), seed developmental isolation (RIseed dev), hybrid seed germination (RIgerm), and hybrid phenology (RIphenoHr; see Fig. 3a). RI 
values range from one (complete isolation, implying no interspecific gene flow) through zero (no isolation, implying equal probability of intra- and interspecific gene flow) to minus one (no isolation, implying all gene flow is interspecific; 
Sobel and Chen, 2014), with RI values larger than 0.5 indicating strong barriers (Lowry et al., 2008). Asymmetry values (AS) < 0.15 indicate symmetric barriers, values ≥ 0.15 indicate asymmetric barriers, and values > 0.5 indicate highly 
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Table 2: Pollinator observations in experimental arrays of monospecific and heterospecific plots 
of Primula veris (VE) and P. vulgaris (VU) and results of exact binomial tests of goodness-of-fit, 
testing whether visitation patterns deviated from random expectations for number of (a) plants 
visited per species, (b) intra- and interspecific pollinator transitions.
Pollinators
Plot Species Transition
Large bees Bee flies Small bees Total
(a) Monospecific VE — 22 1 1 24
VU — 19 30 39 88
Heterospecific VE — 13 8 0 21
VU — 23 33 0 56
Total VE — 35 9 1 45
VU — 42 63 39 144
VE vs. VU — P = 0.494 P ≤ 0.001 P ≤ 0.001 P ≤ 0.001
(b) Heterospecific VE Intraspecific: VEVE 3 2 — 5
Interspecific: VUVE 5 3 — 8
VEVE vs. VUVE P = 0.727  P = 1.000 — P = 0.581
VU Intraspecific: VUVU 7 14 — 21
Interspecific: VEVU 7 2 — 9
VUVU vs. VEVU  P = 1.000  P = 0.004 —  P = 0.043
Pollinators subdivided into large bees (Anthophora plumipes and Bombus sp.) and bee flies (Bombylius mayor) that can both reach nectar at the bottom of the 
long corolla tubes of P. veris and P. vulgaris, and small bees that cannot reach nectar at the bottom of the long corolla tubes (i.e., pollen-collecting bees); 
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Table 3: Strengths and asymmetries of ethological barriers between Primula veris and P. vulgaris 
estimated for long-tongued large bees (Anthophora plumipes and Bombus sp.) and bee flies 
(Bombylius major), short-tongued small pollen-collecting bees, and across all pollinator species 
for (a) preference (RIethoP) and (b) constancy (RIethoC).
Pollinators
Large bees Bee flies *Small bees All pollinators
(a) Long-styled morph 0.123±0.312 0.725±0.083 0.977±0.023 0.557±0.136
Short-styled morph 0.123±0.312 0.725±0.083 — 0.395±0.221
Asymmetry — — — 0.162
(b) P. veris -0.250 -0.200 — -0.231
P. vulgaris 0.000 0.750 — 0.400
Asymmetry 0.250 0.950 — 0.651
—, not applicable; *small bees transfer pollen only between high organs, thus can only contribute to ethological isolation 
for L-morphs; for (A) mean values (± standard errors) among the four blocks are presented, for (B) data from all four 
blocks was pooled. RI-values range from one (complete isolation: no interspecific gene flow) through zero (no isolation: 
equal probability of intra- and interspecific gene flow) to minus one (no isolation: all gene flow is interspecific; Sobel and 
Chen, 2014), with RI-values larger than 0.5 indicating strong barriers (Lowry et al., 2008). Asymmetry values of < 0.15 
indicate symmetric barriers, values ≥ 0.15 indicate asymmetric barriers, and values > 0.5 indicate highly asymmetric 
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Table 4: Fruit, seed, and seedling formation in intra- vs. interspecific treatments from 
experimental arrays; means and standard deviations for numbers of (a) fruits (proportions of 
flowers developed into fruits), (b) total seeds (with mean values and ranges from manual crosses 
by Valentine (1955) and Ernst (1925) added for comparison), (c) filled seeds, and (d) seedlings 
produced per fruit for long-styled (L-) and short-styled (S-) morphs of Primula veris and P. 
vulgaris.
Data source Species Morphs Treatments
Monospecific Heterospecific
(a) Exp. arrays P. veris S 0.840±0.211 0.844±0.210
L 0.856±0.200 0.809±0.224
P. vulgaris S 0.661±0.253 0.635±0.237
L 0.602±0.163 0.474±0.217
Treatment P = 0.112
Species asymmetries P = 0.324
Morph asymmetries P = 0.283
(b) Exp. arrays P. veris S 44.473±17.510 41.055±18.710
L 41.692±16.762 33.115±19.238
P. vulgaris S 36.744±16.709 39.145±17.862
L 40.304±15.998 27.195±17.293
Treatment P = 0.024*
Species asymmetries P = 0.816
Morph asymmetries P = 0.003** P = 0.532 P = 0.001***
Valentine / Ernst P. veris Both / L 51 (20-69) / 31.4 (—) 46 (17-74) / 20.6 (—)
P. vulgaris 46 (27-66) / 34.5 (—) 52 (23-79) /  —   (—)
(c) Exp. arrays P. veris S 41.868±17.574 37.264±19.287
L 39.571±16.571 28.551±19.066
P. vulgaris S 33.634±17.888 20.539±18.446
L 37.076±16.437 18.039±17.773
Treatment P = 0.001***
Species asymmetries P = 0.026* P = 0.433 P < 0.001***
Morph asymmetries P = 0.027* P = 0.377 P = 0.031*
(d) Exp. arrays P. veris S 10.438±9.280 7.080±8.294
L 10.000±8.548 4.770±6.915
P. vulgaris S 5.103±5.882 2.457±3.479
L 5.400±5.328 2.547±3.450
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Species asymmetries P = 0.967
Morph asymmetries P = 0.332
Generalized linear mixed effects (GLMM) and contrast results are presented for intra- vs. interspecific (treatment), treatment × species (species 
asymmetries), and treatment × morph (morph asymmetries) effects. Complete GLMM results are presented in Table S3; Sequential Bonferroni 
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Figure Legends
Figure 1: Reciprocal herkogamy in Primula, parental and hybrid phenotypes, and experimental 
design to quantify ethological, seed-developmental, and germination barriers. (a) Diagrams of 
long-styled (L-) and short-styled (S-) morphs of distylous Primula ssp., with sexual organs placed 
reciprocally at two levels in the corolla tubes of compatible, heteromorphic flowers (i.e., 
reciprocal herkogamy; see also Fig. S1) and photographs of P. vulgaris, P. veris, and 
phenotypically intermediate plant (presumed hybrid). (b) Experimental block containing four plots 
with 16 potted plants each; two plots (top left and bottom right) represent the monospecific 
treatments with P. veris (squares, black) and P. vulgaris (circles, grey), respectively; two plots 
(bottom left and top right) represent the heterospecific treatments. Each plot contains eight long-
styled (L-morph; filled symbols) and eight short-styled (S-morph; empty symbols) plants in 
alternating order. Panel (a) was modified from Keller et al., 2016. Photos were taken by the first 
author in natural Swiss populations. 
Figure 2: Floral differences between Primula veris (Ve), P. vulgaris (Vu) and hybrids (Fx): (a) 
flowering time, (b) floral display, (c) petal colour, and (d) floral scent. (a) Mean numbers of long-
styled (L) and short-styled (S) flowers with standard errors; grey shaded areas mark (I) start of 
blooming (≥ 2% of all flowers blooming), (II) peak flowering, and (III) end of blooming (all 
flowers withered). (b) Left panel: Mean number of flowers per plant with standard errors per 
census day; asterisks indicate dates with only one or two out of the three taxa blooming. Right 
panel: Mean number of flowers across all dates; significance levels indicate that display sizes were 
significantly larger in hybrids than parents (*** P ≤ 0.001) but not significantly different between 
P. veris and P. vulgaris P > 0.05 (ns). (c) Left panel: Petal colour of individual plants (circles) 
placed in the hexagon colour space of bees and mean values (triangles) per taxon with standard 
deviations; significance levels indicate that petal colour differed significantly along the y-axis 
between P. veris and P. vulgaris, and between hybrids and either parent (*** P ≤ 0.001, ** P ≤ 
0.01, * P ≤ 0.05). Colour for humans: 1 pale-yellow; 2 golden-yellow; 3 lemon (see also Fig. 1a). 
Right panel: Means of pairwise colour distances between P. veris, P. vulgaris, and hybrids with 
standard errors; the dashed line indicates the minimal colour distance of 0.1 colour-hexagon units 
for bees to show behavioural colour discrimination (Chittka et al., 2001; Dyer & Chittka, 2004); 
significance levels indicate that pairwise colour distances were significantly larger (*** P ≤ 0.001) 
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based on 24 floral compounds; the Shepard plot stress value indicates how well the fitted data 
describe the scent data in the two-dimensional space; stress values < 0.15 represent a good fit. 
Right panel: Mean emitted scents, standard errors and chemical compositions of P. veris, P. 
vulgaris, and hybrids.
Figure 3: Phenotypic composition of mixed patches in the natural contact site between Primula 
veris and P. vulgaris retrieved from population surveys in 2016 and 2018 (see also Table S1d). 
Colour code: black = phenotypic P. veris, grey = phenotypic P. vulgaris, and white = phenotypic 
hybrids; Asterisk: data were not used to estimate RIsympField because the phenotypic composition 
changed dramatically between 2016 and 2018.
Figure 4: Phenotypic and genetic assignments and patterns of hybridization for 112 individuals 
(eight individuals each of Primula veris and P. vulgaris from pure patches and 96 individuals from 
three mixed patches) from a large natural contact site between P. veris and P. vulgaris in 
Switzerland. (a) Phenotypic taxa assignments performed in the field. (b) Individual assignment to 
genetic clusters inferred by STRUCTURE (Pritchard et al., 2000) for K = 2 based on nuclear 
markers. (c) Posterior probability assignments (q) of each individual to P. veris, P. vulgaris, F1 
hybrids, F2 hybrids, and backcrosses to either species (BxVE, BxVU) estimated by NewHybrids 
using Jeffreys-like priors (Anderson & Thompson, 2002) based on nuclear markers. (d) 
Chloroplast DNA genotypes (upper panel) and heterostyly-supergene genotypes (lower panel) as 
determined by polymorphisms among P. veris, P. vulgaris, and P. elatior for trnL and exon 3 of 
CYPT (see Fig. S6). In all figures, individuals are ordered by increasing admixture proportion of P. 
veris, as estimated by STRUCTURE. The three replicated analyses in STRUCTURE and NewHybrids 
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T
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